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Let K be a field of characteristic p > 5 (possibly p = CO) and E a finite 
dimensional Lie algebra over K. Mills and Seligman [3] have proposed a set 
of axioms for L which lead to the classical semisimple algebras when p = CO 
and to their natural analogues when p < 00. More specifically, L was said 
to be of classical type if it satisfied the following five axioms: 
(2) center(L) = 0. 
(2) L = [L,L]. 
(3) t has a maximal abelian subalgebra H such that L = @,L, , where 
ol~H*andL,=(x~Lj[h,x] =ol(h)xforallhE 
(4) If 01 + 0 is a root (i.e., L, # 0), [La , L,] is o~e-d~~e~s~o~~~. 
(5) If 01 + 0 and ,6 are roots, then not all of ,!3 + cq ,8 + ZX,... are roots. 
The maximality of M implies that L,, = H. 
We shall show that Axioms 4 and 5 can be weakened to 
(4’) If a: # 0 is a root, [Liy ) L-J # 0. 
(5’) If a # 0 and p aye roots, x EL, and y E LB , there exists an &teger 
k < p (k < p - 1 in case p = CX) swh that (ad xjk(y) = 0. 
Axiom 5’ follows from Axiom 5 since [La , LB] CEru+a . 
work with the somewhat larger class of algebras obtai 
Axioms 1 and 2; Axiom 4’ should then be restated as: 
also prefer to 
by dropping 
(4”) If 01 f 0 is a root, [LLa , L-J @ Z, the center of k. 
Finally, we do not assume that L is finite dimensional. It still turns out thatL 
closely resembles a classical semisimple algebra. 
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Axiom 3 can be rephrased to say that His a maximal abelian subalgebra such 
that the mappings ad(h): L + L for h E Hare all simultaneously diagonalisable. 
When L is finite dimensional over K, this can be weakened to the requirement 
that each mapping ad(h) is individually diagonalizable. That this is no longer 
true in general was already noted by Curtis [l, p. 4611. Another example can 
be obtained by taking a vector space V over Q with a countable basis (e, , e, ,...> 
and considering the set S = {sr , sa ,. . . } of automorphisms of V defined by 
s&J = e, + 2e, , Sn(e,) = -e, and s,(eJ = ei for i f 0, n. To diagonalise 
a finite subset {s r,.. ., s,}, it suffices to replace the vector e, by e, + e, + ... + e,. 
However, since no vector C xiei with x0 # 0 can be an eigenvector for all the 
s, at once, S is not diagonalizable. 
In the infinite dimensional case, axiom 5’ has a significance even if p = co, 
requiring that ad(x) should be locally nilpotent for x EL, , 01 # 0 [it will 
actually follow that (ad x)” = 01. 0 ne can construct an algebra W which 
fails this axiom, while satisfying the remaining ones, by taking as its basis 
{e, j n EZ} and defining [e, , e,] to be (m - n)e,+, . It is an analogue of the 
finite dimensional Witt algebra in characteristic p < co. 
1. EQUIVALENCE OF THE AXIOMS 
Suppose L is a Lie algebra over K, of arbitrary dimension, which satisfies 
Axioms 3, 4” and 5’; such an algebra will be called classical in this paper. 
During the subsequent argument, we shall often need to consider L as a 
module over itself via the adjoint representation and shall write ‘I.” for this 
module action. For example, x2 . y = (ad ~)~(y) = [x, [x, y]]. 
LEMMA 1.1. The center 2 ofL is (h E H 1 a(h) = Ofor every root a}. 
Proof. Suppose x = C X, E 2. If x, # 0 and 01 # 0, we can find h E H 
for which m(h) # 0; then [h, z] = C a(h)xoI # 0, a contradiction. It follows 
that x = x0 E H. If 01 is a root and e, # 0 is in L, , we must have [x, e,] = 
a(x)e, = 0, so that a(z) = 0. The converse is clear. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose eeL,, fEL_, and let h = [e,f]EH. If XEL~, 
we have 
(a) ef i+l . x - f %+l e . x = (i + l)[b(h) - i/2ol(h)] f i . x, 
(b) e”+lf . x - fed+1 . x = (i + l)[P(h) + i/2ol(h)] ei . x. 
Proof. One argues by induction on i. For example, the first formula is 
clear for i = 0 and, in general, given that 
efi . x - fie * x = i@(h) - (i - 1)/2oI(h)] fi-l * x, 
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we deduce 
fef” . x -fi+le * x = i[/3(h) - (i - 1)/2a(h)]fi . x. 
However, 
fefi . x = ef@” . x - Izfi . x 
= ef i+l . x - [P(h) - ia(h)]f” . x, 
since f” .XELg+. Substitution in the preceding equation yields the desired 
conclusion. 
PROPOSITIOlG 1.3. Ijc 01 # 0 is a root, L, is one dimensional and [L, ) L-J 
is spanned by a unique element h, such that a(h,) = 2. 
oaf. Since 01 # 0 there exists, by Axiom 4”, a noncentral element 
h E [L, ) L-J of the form [e, f], where e EL, andf EL-, I If /3 is any root and 
x # 0 is an element of L, , let m and i be the least integers such that ern+r . x 
andJci+l em ~ x are zero. Substituting em . x for x in 4.2(a) the left-hand side 
vanishes and therefore, since i + I < p andfi P . x # 0, we conclude that 
2m) a(h). Since h $ Z, /3(h) f 0 for some root p and thus 
lacing h by h, = 2h/a(h), we have a(&) = 2 and 
P(h,) = (i - 2m) . 1. 0) 
From now on, we assume that [e, f] = h, . 
Suppose y # 0 is an element of L, and k < p - 1 the least integer such 
that ek . y = 0. Lemma 1.2(b) gives 
ekf ~ y = k(R + 1) ekpl . ye 
Since f . y E H, ef . y = -a(f . y)e, which shows that the left side in the 
above equation vanishes for K > 1, while the right does not. Therefore 
k = 1 and y = -a(f 1 y)/2e, which means that E, is one dimensional= 
Consequently, [LLn ,I+] is also one-dimensional and thus spanned by k, . 
PROPOSITION 1.4. 1f a: # 0 is a foot, 2a: is not a root. 
Proof. Otherwise, let x # 0 be an element of k,, s Since f . x EL, is a 
multiple of e, .&rf . x = 0 for all i > 0 and so, by 1.2(b), 
-fei+l . x = (i + l)(i + 4) ei I x. 
When p = CO, this is already a contradiction, since one concludes inductively 
that ei x: # 0 for i = 1,2,... . When p < 03, we can only con&de in this 
way that ep--q . x # 0. Furthermore, epe3 x must be zero since otherwise 
one could conclude that ep-l . x # 0, contrary to Axiom 5’. 
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Suppose [x, e~-~ . x] = Xh,, for some h E K. Then Af = [f, Ah,,] = 
[f, Lx, epe4 . x]] = [f * x, ep-4 . x] - [fe”-4 . x, x]. However, f. x is a 
multiple of e, so that [f . x, eP-4 * x] = 0, while fep-4 . x is a multiple of 
ep-5 * x. If one can show that [e*-5 . x, x] = 0, it will follow that h = 0, 
contrary to Axiom 4”. 
This is evident when p = 5. If p > 5, [ei . x ep-6--i . x] is a multiple of 
ep-4 * x and consequently [e, [ei . x, ep-6-i . x]] = [ei+l .x,e~-6-i .x] _ 
[ep-5-i . %, ei . x] must be zero. In other words, the elements [ei . x, ep-5-i . x], 
where 0 < i < p - 5, are all equal apart from sign. However, when 
i = Q(p - 5), the corresponding term vanishes, forcing them all to vanish; 
in particular, [ePn-5 * x, x] = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If a # 0 and ,% are roots, then not all of ,8 + CZ, p + 201, 
j3 + 301, p + 401 can be roots. 
Proof. We first remark that if neither of /3 & 01 are roots, then /3(h,) = 0 
[this follows from (l)]. Suppose now that all of p + a,..., p + 4a: are in fact 
roots. Proposition 1.4 implies that neither of ,f3 & (p + 201) are roots, so that 
fi(ho+zJ =O; again, neither of (,B + 401)+ (/3 + 201) is a root so (j? + 401)(hs+s,) =O. 
Adding the equations, we have 2(/3 + 201)(ha+z,J = 0 which, as p # 2, is 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.6. If 01 # 0 is a root and x EL, , then (ad x)” = 0. 
At this point, we have recovered the original Axioms 4 and 5 of Mills and 
Seligman. We conclude this section by obtaining several more properties of 
roots useful in the structure theory to follow. 
PROPOSITION I .7. If cr., p and 01 + ,8 are nonzero roots, then [Lo1 , La] = Lwfa . 
Proof. We may suppose that OL # /3. Since Lol+B is one dimensional, it will 
suffice to prove that [L, , La] # 0. Assuming the contrary, consider a nonzero 
u E-LB; then ef . u = 0. If m is the least integer such that e”+l . u = 0, we 
have 0 = e”+lf. u - fem+l * ZJ = (m + l)@(h,) + 2 + m) em * 2c, so that 
/3(h,) = -(m + 2) . 1. On the other hand, Eq. (1) says that /3(ha) = 
(i - 2m) . 1, where i is the least integer such that f i+l em . u = 0. We 
conclude that i = m - 2 (modp). 
Corollary 1.5 implies that m < 2. Using Axiom 5’ and Corollary 1.6, the 
only possibilities are seen to be 
(i) m = 2, i = 0, 
(ii) m = 0, i = 3, and p = 5. 
In the first case, we have 0 = e2f * u - fe2 * u = -2e - u, a contradiction. 
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In the second, e-u=0 and thus O=ef*,u-f4e.u=8f3.u, again 
a contradiction. 
PRQPOSIT~ON 1.8. Suppose a # 0 and ,6 are roots and h, = [e, f] with 
e EL, and f ~3 L-, . If x is a nonxero element of La , let m and n be the least 
ktegers such that em+l . x andf”+l . x are Z~YO. Then 
(a) the integer n(cl, ,R) = n - m lies between -3 and 1-3, 
(b) Pvd = 4% P> . 1, 
(c) p-na,...,p ,...) gc ma: are yoots, but /3 - (B + 3)~ and/l + (m $ l)a 
are not. 
Proof. The fact that / n(cL, 8)/ < 3 is evident from Corollary 1.5. If i is the 
least integer such thatfifl em . x = 0, Proposition 1.7 shows that i 3 -WZ + n. 
On the other hand, Lemma 1.2(a) implies thatfj x = 0 leads to f j+r . x = 
etc., so that i ,( m + n. Therefore i = m f n and ,8(hJ = (i - 2m) . 1 == 
[n - m) . 1 by (1). It is evident that all of #I - no!,..., B,.“., /3 + mcx are roots. 
However, since both of [L, , Lp+ma] and [I& , I&-J are zero, neither of 
/I f (m + 1)~ and /3 - (n + 1)” can be roots, again by Proposition 1.7. 
It is easy to see that n(o1,O) = 0 for any root c1 f 0, We formaliy define 
~(0, CX) also to be zero. 
hOPOSITION 1.9. If o1 and /3 are yoots, then n(ol, ,8) = 8 im@?ies n(P, a) = 0. 
Proof. As in Seligman [5, p. 317. 
COROLLARY 1.10. If 01 and B aye nonzero roots, and ,8(ha) = Al = 2, 
then 01 = p. 
Proofs We have (p - CX)(IZ,) = (/3 - CC)(~,) = 0. Ifp > 5, ~$01, /3) = 2 and 
so /I - a: is a root. Assuming 01 # /3, we would have a(hs_J = n(/? - a, CX) = 
n(ac, /3 - a) = 0 and similarly ,B(h& = 0, a contradiction. 
could happen that n(cy, /3) = n(/3, a) = -3. However, since (a + 3/3)(h,) = 
8 # 0, we have n(ol, 01 + 3p) # 0 and so n(a + 3/3, a) # 0. Since 
a - (CL + 3j3) = 2/3 is not a root, 01+ (E + 3p) = 2(~x - 8) has to be a root, 
but then 1 = n(o1,201 - 2,B) = (201- 2&h,) = 0, a contradiction. 
2. STRUCTURE THEORY 
Let L be a classical Lie algebra over X and R the set of nonzero roots ofe. 
A subset G of R is called a root system if (i) 01 E G implies --a: E G and (ii) 
CX, p E G, ol + /3 E R implies a: + p E G. Associated with G is a subalgebra 
LG = & GaEG& of L, where Ho is the subspace spanned by those h, for 
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which a E G. It is easy to see that L, is also classical and even satisfies 
Axiom 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If 01~ ,..., 01, E R, the set G of all nonxero roots of the 
form alal + ... + a,ol, , where ai E K, is a $nite root system containing 
Proof. Consider the mapping G --t Kn given by 01 E+ (ai(h If &h,) = 
c+(ha) for 1 < i < n, and 01 = C aimi , we have ol(h,) = C aimi = 
C a&h,) = a(hiy) = 2; similarly, /3(hJ = 2. Corollary 1.10 implies 01 = /I. 
Since q(h,) = n(a, ai) . 1 can assume only finitely many values, G must be 
finite. 
COROLLARY 2.2. L is locally $nite. 
Proof. Let xi = C x,i, 1 < i < n, b e a finite subset of L, G a finite root 
system containing every nonzero root 01 for which some x,$ # 0 and H’ the 
subspace of H spanned by the elements x,,~. Then H’ @Lo is a finite dimen- 
sional subalgebra of L containing the xi. 
Roots a, /3 E R are said to be connected if there exists a sequence 
a! = 010 ,..*, 01, = p of roots such that n(oli-i, ai) # 0 for 1 < i < n. By 
Proposition 1.9, connectedness is an equivalence relation. Let R = u R, 
be the decomposition of R into equivalence classes. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) Each Ri is a root system. 
(b) Ififj,olERiand,BERj,thenol+P$R. 
Proof, If 01 E Ri , then since n(--ol, a) = -2, --01 E Ri . Suppose 01, p E Ri 
aresuchthatol+pERbutol+p~Ri.Thenn(ol,ol+P)=n(P,a+P)=O 
and so, since h-, = -h, , /3(12-J = -m(h,) = 2 which implies p = -01, 
a contradiction. 
If 01 E R, and /3 E R, are such that 01+ /3 E R, n(o1,01+ p) # 0 since 
(a + B)(hJ = c&J = 2 f 0; similarly, n@, 01 + ,8) # 0. It follows that 01 
and /3 are both connected to 01+ /3 and therefore are connected to each other. 
THEOREM 2.4. The subalgebras Li = LRi are precisely the minimal non- 
central ideals of L. They are contained in the derived algebra L(l) = [L, L] and 
L(l)/L(l) n Z = oi LJL, n 2. (2) 
Furthermore, each algebra LJL, n Z is simple, classical and satisfies Axioms 1 
and 2. 
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Proof. It is clear from Lemma 2.3 that each Li is a noncentral ideal of d, 
contained in e(l). Conversely, suppose I @ Z is some ideal of L and x = C x, 
a noncentral element in I of shortest length. If x, and X, are nonzero for roots 
01 # 16, we can find h E H for which al(h) # /3(h) and obtain a noncentral 
element t~(h)z - [h, X] = C, (a(h) - y(h))x, in I of shorter length. Thus 
x = x, for some 01. If oi = 0, then /3(z) f 0 for some root p since x is 
noncentral and therefore I contains [x, &] = L,; we may thus assume 
01 # 0. Therefore I contains h, E [x@, L-J. If 12(0(, p) -# 0 for some 
root j3, then p(JzJ -f 0 and so I contains [h, , L,] = 6,, and aiso 
h, E [L, , L-J. Thus 13 Li , where R, is the connected component of 
is easy to see that C& = L(r). If we have a relation C xi = 0 with 
xi E Li , then each xi = -&+i xj and so [xi , Lk] = 0 for 
xi is in the center of L. This proves the isomorphism (2). 
to see that Li n Z is precisely the center of Li . XE J gLi n 2 is an ideal of& , 
then J is also an ideal of L(l) and therefore J = Li; this means that k,/& n Z 
is simple. Finally, one can check that L,/Li CT Z is classical relative to the 
maximal abelian subalgebra Hi/Hi n 2 and furthermore satisfies Axioms 1 
and 2. 
3. SOME SIIMPLE FACTQR~ 
n this section, we shall assume that L is an infinite dimensional simple 
classical Lie algebra over a field K of characteristic p = 00. 
Let 19 be the set of nonzero roots of L. A subset B C R is called a basis if 
its elements are linearly independent over K and every root in is a linear 
combination of elements of B with either all positive or all negative integral 
coefficients. 
LEMMA 3.1. A basis B is comected. 
Prooj. Let B’ be a connected component of B and ’ the set of all roots 
in R which are linear combinations of elements of B’. It suffices to show that 
’ is a connected component of R. Since a root ,$ = a1 + ... + ozlc in ’ is 
connected to at least IX~ E B’ [otherwise n(P, /3) = C n(P, ai) = O] and R’ is 
connected, R’ must be connected. Secondly, suppose a root ,B = a1 + ... + 01~ 
in R is connected to some a! E B’. We may assume, in view of 2.1 and the 
corresponding finite dimensional result, that all of q, a1 + 01~). . . ,al + 1.. + q-r 
are roots and show as in Seligman [5, p. 361 that all the (vi are in the same 
component of B. Since at least one of the ai is connected to 01, it follows that 
PER’. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. L has a basis B if and only ij [L : K] = K, . 
Proof. Assuming R to have been enumerated in some way, we shall 
construct B = (011, 01~ ,...} by in UC ion. d t Let a1 be the first root; since the 
only roots in R which are multiples of 011 are -& , (ai) is a basis for this set. 
Suppose (0~~ ,..., CX,} have been constructed and form a basis for a finite root 
system G. Let (y. be the first root not in G and consider the root system G’ 
spanned by {~.r ,..., 01~) nz>. Since Lo) is semisimple [being equal to L$], 
every root in G’ is a rational combination of 01~ ,..., a12 , a:. We may therefore 
order G’ lexicographically by declaring that a1 < *a* < an < 01. Let 01,+r be 
the least positive root in G’\G. It is easy to verify that (01~ ,..., a,+s are the 
simple roots relative to this ordering and consequently form a basis of G’. 
Conversely, suppose L has a basis B. Then B is connected by Lemma 3.1 
and, furthermore, every element of B is connected to at most three others (by 
comparison with the finite-dimensional case). This forces B, and hence R, 
to be countable and implies that [L : K] = K, . 
We shall assume henceforth that L does have a basis B. The mapping 
a(*, .): B x B-+2 
is called the Cartan matrix of L relative to B. If L’ is another such algebra with 
a basis B’, an isomorphism of Cartan matrices is a bijection f: B -+= B’ such 
that n(f(a),f(@) = n(a, p) for all a, p E B. As in the finite dimensional case 
[2, pp. 122-1271, one can show that such an isomorphism extends to an 
algebra isomorphism L + L’. 
Using the fact that a finite subset S C B defines a semisimple finite dimen- 
sional subalgebra of L, which is simple if S is connected, one sees that the 
only possible Cartan matrices are, up to isomorphism, the following integral 
matrices (a,J, where aii = 2 and aij = 0 unless otherwise specified: 
(A) aij=-lifli--jI=l(O<i,j<oO), 
(A’) aii = -1 if 1 i-j] = 1 (--co < ;,j < co), 
(B) aii = -1 if / i-j j = 1, except that a,, = -2 (0 < i,j < co), 
(C) a$$=--lifli--jI=l,exceptthata,,=--2(O<i,j<a), 
(D) aij = - 1 if j i - j I = 1, except that sol = an, = 0, and also 
ao2 = azo = -1 (0 < ;,j < a). 
Suppose B = { . . . . is-, , /3a , /3r ,... > is a basis of R corresponding to the 
Cartan matrix (A’); the elements of R are of the form + &s:icm pi . Let B’ be 
the subset of R defined by 01~ = PO, a?ai = /3-z + ... + ,&, -01~~~~ = 
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P-Ci+1) + ... + pi . It is easy to verify that the elements of B’ are linearly 
independent. Since 
,% = %k-1 + .‘. i- %n 
ligigm 
= olo + . . . 
+ ~znz 
= -(OIZm+l + ‘.~ + a--2k--1) (0 < m < -k), 
B’ is another basis of R corresponding to the Gartan matrix (A). It is therefore 
unnecessary to consider the case (A’). 
Examples of the remaining types can be obtainecl as follows. Let M be the 
set of all corner finite countably infinite matrices over K. Let @ and CD’ be the 
cliagonal matrices (1, 1, -1, 1, -l,... j and (1, -1, 1, -l,... > ancl Y the 
matrix with blocks of the form (f i) along the diagonal. Then the algebras 
L, =(XEM/Tr(X)=O), 
fulfil the requirements. Since @’ = UT@U, where U is the invertible matrix 
(1) @ (i i) @(y t) @ ..., the mapping XH L7-rXU is an isomorphism 
L, + L,; therefore types (B) and (D) are isomorphic as Lie algebras. 
In conclusion, we remark that Schue [4] ha obtained an analogous 
classification of simple separable L*-algebras over 
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